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The origin of modern humans remains a central question of
palaeoanthropology—the discipline devoted to the scientiﬁc
investigationofhumanevolution.Thisresearchﬁeld,likethe
questions it asks and evidence it draws upon, is multidisci-
plinaryandsyntheticinnature.Palaeoanthropologyisalsoin
the mist of a transformation, from a once largely descriptive
anddiscoverydrivenenterprisetoadisciplineintegratingthe
methods and results of cutting edge discoveries in 3D mod-
eling and morphometrics, genomic sequencing, including
ancient DNA and geochronology and isotope geochemistry,
among others. Thus, the unfolding story of recent human
evolution is as much about the transformation of the history
of human evolution research as it is about the evidence and
narratives we weave about of our origins.
The geographic location and timing of the origin of
modern humans are now well understood to have been Sub-
Saharan Africa at around 200,000 years ago. Yet, there is
still much to be learned about the hypothesised divergence
of Homo sapiens and H. neanderthalensis from a common
ancestor some 400,000 years ago, the deep-time transfor-
mations of archaic humans to modern H. sapiens, and the
colonisation of Eurasia by a subset of Sub-Saharan Africans
after 100,000 years ago.
Moreover,attemptstodeﬁneanatomicalandbehavioural
modernity have become increasingly challenging with new
research in genetics suggesting the possibility of interbreed-
ing with archaic hominins and discoveries from archaeology
blurring the behavioural distinctions between Neanderthals
and early modern humans.
Finally, a historical subtext in human origins research
deals with explaining the perceived “gulf” between humans
and all other life. Yet, this notion is one that sits uncom-
fortably beside the Darwinian concept of evolutionary
continuity through common descent. It is also a subtext
built into the very language of human origins research, being
evident in widely used terms like “modern” and “archaic.” In
reality, such terms lack biological meaning and are arbitrary
(descriptive) contrivances—for example, if H. sapiens and
H. neanderthalensis actually share a common ancestor, then
the latter can be no more archaic than the former; yet H.
neanderthalensis is frequently referred to as a perhaps the
ultimate example of an archaic group. Such terms are clearly
loaded and only muddle our attempts to reconstruct human
biological history within an evolutionary framework.
This special issue takes a broad brush approach to exam-
ining some of the more important topics of contemporary
palaeoanthropology. Contributions cover topics ranging
frommoleculartomorphologicalandpopulationleveltrans-
formations, and some of the key factors underpinning hu-
man evolution and variability, through to important behav-
ioural questions examined using isotopic proxies, ideas from
evolutionary psychology, and rich data from the archaeo-
logical record. They should ﬁnd wide relevance across the
many disparate ﬁelds that comprise this enterprise of human
evolutionary research.
We wish to express our sincerest appreciation to all of the
authors and reviewers whose eﬀorts have made this special
issue such a success. We truly hope it will provide a sense of
“where we’re at” with respect to some key questions, answer
some old questions, and, most importantly, satisfy curiosity
and excite readers about future possibilities.
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